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●

●
●

●

Discuss the mechanisms of pain neurophysiology, including peripheral and
central processes
Understand the biopsychosocial model and its importance on managing
maladaptive beliefs and behaviors
Discuss integration of PNE in a “hands on” approach with the use of other
conservative treatments
Understand the role of physical therapy intervention in reducing healthcare
costs and preventing chronicity and disability due to pain
Recognize signs and symptoms of central and peripheral sensitization and
how to manage those patients more effectively.

What is PNE?

What is PNE?
●

●

An atmosphere as opposed
to a barrage of education or
discussion
A combination of education
interventions, demonstration,
and variety of graded motor
imagery and cognitive
strategies

●

Pain neuroscience education (PNE) or therapeutic neuroscience education
(TNE) is described by Louw et al as “an educational intervention aiming to
alter a patient’s beliefs and cognitions regarding their pain experience.” 1

●

“...reconceptualization of pain by teaching patients more about the
neurobiological and neurophysiological processes involved with their pain
experiences versus focusing solely on tissue pathology”2

What is NOT PNE?
● Telling patients the pain is
in their head
○ Explaining pain away
● A purely hands off
approach
● An approach consisting
solely of education

Why is PNE Important?
● Chronic pain conditions cost between $365 and $560
billion per year2
○

Chronic low back pain is the leading condition

● It has been shown in a variety of studies to be an
effective adjunct intervention to improve function and
address psychosocial factors in both chronic and acute
pain populations4

Previous Understandings of Pain
Specificity Theory of Pain7
●
●
●

Previous Understandings of Pain
Rene Descartes provided one of the first theories for pain 7
●
●
●
●

Described a detailed somatosensory system where the
brain interpreted signals from nerves
Described as hollow tubules that carry sensory and motor
signals directly to the brain
Gate to the brain opened by a “tug” from a sensory cue
Opening would then allow for “animal spirits” to flow and
allow for movement

Dedicated pathways for each sensation/stimulus
i.e. mechanical stimuli activate mechanoreceptors which relay signal of
mechanical changes to brain
Noxious stimuli activate nociceptors which connect to higher “pain”
centers through pain fibers

Previous Understandings of Pain7
Intensity or Summation Theory of Pain
● Pain described as an emotion when a stimulus is
stronger than normal
● Can occur based on repeated submaximal threshold
stimuli or suprathreshold stimuli
● Believed to occur in any sensory system as opposed to
being its own modality
● Lost support when more knowledge about the specificity
theory and “nociceptors” was discovered

Previous Understandings of Pain

Previous Understandings of Pain

Pattern Theory

Gate Control Theory7, 8, 9

●

●

Somatosensory sensation occurs as a
result of specific pattern of neural firing
patterns
Pattern of firing of peripheral nerves
encoded the stimulus type and intensity

Gate Control Theory7

●
●
●
●
●
●

Shortcomings of Previous Theories
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Current Understanding of Pain
Neuromatrix Theory of Pain10,11
●
●

●
●

Proposes pain occurs as a multidimensional experience
Widespread network of neurons that consist of loops between the thalamus
and cortex, and cortex and limbic system
○ commonly activated by nociceptive stimulation included: anterior
cingulate cortex, insula, frontal cortices, primary somatosensory cortex
(S1), secondary somatosensory cortex (S2) and amygdala
Loops converge repeatedly, resulting in repeated interactions
Creates a specific pattern known as the “neurosignature” or “neurotag”

Proposed by Melzack and Wall in 1965 in recognition of the evidence
supporting the Specificity and Pattern theories
Accepted that nociceptive fibers exist and send signals to spinal cord
Pain transmitted along different tract than touch
Large fiber activity inhibits/closes gate, small fibers facilitate/open
Supraspinal descending fibers could also modulate gate
Enough nociceptive input “opens the gate” leading to pain experience

●

Do not account for complexity of pain system
Do not consistently account for response to both nociceptive and
non-nociceptive stimuli
Typically only consider cutaneous pain and not deeper tissues
Do not address persistent pain states, focus more on acute symptoms
Oversimplified consideration of neural structure in spinal cord
Primarily focused on pain as an input and did not view pain as a potential
output or consider descending modulation
Ignored psychological influences on pain as “reactions to pain”
Phantom pain

Current Understanding of Pain
What does it mean?
●
●
●
●

Pain can occur without peripheral input
Various psychological factors can impact
pain
Previous experience can impact pain
perception
Treatment based solely on
musculoskeletal input/processes is not
adequate in some cases

Physiology of Pain11,12
●
●
●

Pain can be experienced as a result of noxious stimuli
Can also occur in absence of noxious stimuli
Pain occurs when stimuli produce signals that exceed
threshold

Physiology of Pain - Nociceptors11,12
Peripheral, first-order afferent fibers
●

●

●

Physiology of Pain - Nociceptors11,12
A-delta fibers
○
○

Generally more active during initial acute pain,
triggering withdrawal reactions
Two types
■ Type 1 - respond to high intensity
mechanical stimulation
■ Type 2 - respond to high intensity thermal
stimulation
● Heat: 113-127 degrees F
● Cold: 5 degrees F

A-delta fibers
○ Thinly myelinated, fast conducting, react to
mechanical stimuli and temperature
changes
C-fibers
○ Unmyelinated, slow conducting, mechanical
and temperature sensitive
A-Beta fibers
○ Myelinated, do not send noxious signals in
normal situations

Physiology of Pain - Nociceptors11,12
C-fibers
○

○

○

Generally more present with prolonged/repetitive
activation - presents more as a dull, ache pain from
summation of potentials
Some high threshold receptors may be termed
“polymodal” based on their equal response to a variety
of stimuli (mechanical, thermal, chemical)
Another type is slow reacting and mediated by
histamine
■ Likely responsible for burning sensation

Physiology of Pain11,12

Physiology of Pain - Pathways11,12

Wide Dynamic Range Neurons

●

● Respond to mechanical, thermal, and chemical stimuli
from A and C fibers
● Responsible for coding stimulus intensity for noxious
and non-noxious stimuli
● Extensively organized in more central region of the
dorsal horn

●
●
●

●

Peripheral input travels along nociceptor and enters spinal cord via dorsal
horn
Synapses with dorsal horn neuron
Ascends spinal cord via contralateral spinothalamic tract (STT)
Can also go directly to the medulla and brainstem via spinoreticular (SRT)
and spinomesencephalic (SMT) tracts or to hypothalamus via
spinohypothalamic tract (SHT)
Finally, are transmitted toward the brain for processing of signal and
inhibition or facilitation of pain perception

Image from Brooks
and Tracey, 2005

Pain Neuroscience

Pain Neuroscience

Types of Pain

What is pain?

● Nociceptive
● Peripheral Neuropathic
● Central Sensitization

●

●
●
●

Pain is described by the IASP as “an unpleasant sensory and emotional
experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or described
in terms of such damage.”6
Pain is also described as the “perception of actual or potential damage to
one’s self”3
Occurs as a safety function to indicate injury or illness, indicate the need for
rest, or remind of previous dangerous situations10
Alarm System

Peripheral Neuropathic Pain28,29,30
● Can occur after acute injury
● Protective response from the body to prevent
further use and injury
● Usually follows a typical dermatomal pathway
● MUST BE RULED OUT BEFORE CENTRAL
SENSITIZATION CAN BE CONSIDERED!

Central Sensitization28,29,30
●
●
●
●
●
●

Central Sensitization28,29,30
●
●
●
●

Considered primarily a top-down processing issue
Cannot forget about bottom-up processing
○ Input still matters
Commonly occurs along with other medical diagnoses
○ I.e. fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue syndrome, CRPS
Also commonly occurs with various psychosocial barriers

“Central hyper-excitability” - altered processing in brain
○ Top-down regulated
“amplification of neural signaling within the central nervous
system that elicits pain hypersensitivity”
Increased activity of pain facilitation pathways
○ Overactive pain neuromatrix
Additional malfunctioning of descending pain inhibitory
pathways
Temporal summation of second pain
Long term potentiation of neuronal synapses

Image from Nijs, 2014

Image from Smart et al.
2011

Nijs, 2014

Nijs, 2014

Persistent Pain

Contextual Factors18,19
● Placebo
○ “positive psychosocial context that is capable of
influencing the patient's brain”
■ Can help reduce pain
● Nocebo
○ negative ritual and therapeutic act on the patient's
mind and body
■ Can contribute to increase in symptoms

Cortical Smudging33,34
●

●
●
●

Changes in the representation of body regions in the
brain - disrupted body schema
○ Decreased area of representation in primary
somatosensory cortex (S1)
Correlates to pain and mechanical hypersensitivity
Strongly related to central sensitization
Not limited to chronic pain disorders!

Cortical Smudging33,34,35,36,37
● May see changes in tactile
sensation/acuity
● Complains that body part feels
“disconnected”
○ Or sensation exists on body part that
does not exist (phantom limb pain)
● Can also see changes in motor control
due to primary motor cortex (M1)
changes
○ These changes linked to severity of
LBP

PNE and Acute Pain26,27
●
●
●

●

Most research exists for use of PNE with chronic pain
Acute LBP reduces tactile acuity with 2-point discrimination
Patients with LBP with radicular symptoms but without neuro signs were
nearly twice as likely to report disability 1 year out
○ Patients with LBP with radicular symptoms AND neuro signs were
nearly 4 times as likely
PT role in preventing chronicity????

PNE and Acute Pain26,27,29
●
●
●
●

Must consider normal tissue healing time
Also must consider fear avoidance and pain understanding to ascertain
potential barriers to recovery
Must explain that persistent pain can occur but does not mean damage
Decrease threat of potential persistent pain with education on normal
healing timelines and pain neurophysiology

Pain and the Biopsychosocial Model13

The Biopsychosocial Model

PSCEBSM Model
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pain
Somatic and medical factors
Cognition/Perception
Emotional
Behavioral
Social
Motivation

PSCEBSM Model13
●

●

Pain - Type of pain
○ Nociceptive
○ Neuropathic
○ Central Sensitization
Somatic and medical
○ Medications
○ Illnesses
○ Use/non-use of body part(s)
○ Exercise capacity and strength
○ Presence of CS

PSCEBSM Model13
●

●

Behavior - Three types
○ Healthy
■ Low fear/catastrophization
○ Avoidance
■ Fearful
○ Persistence
■ Continuing to perform painful activities until completion despite
feeling that activity is too difficult or painful
Unconscious behavior and conditioning
○ Associating activities with pain

PSCEBSM Model13
●

●

Cognition/Perceptions
○ Pain perceptions and understanding
○ Pain catastrophization
Emotional
○ Anxiety
○ Fear/avoidance of movement
○ Anger
○ Depressive feelings
○ Stress

PSCEBSM Model13
●

Social or environmental
○ Housing/living situations
○ Relationships
○ Poor support
○ Previous treatments
○ Health and healthcare
beliefs/attitudes - rooted in
pathoanatomy?

PSCEBSM Model13
●

Motivation and readiness to
change
○ Understanding of cause of
pain
○ Treatment expectations
○ Realistic expectations for
recovery
Image from Wijma et al, 2016

Manual Therapy

Manual Therapy
●

History of Manual Therapy15
●

●
●

Hippocrates (460-385 BCE) first to describe
manipulative therapy using gravity for
treatment of scoliosis (tied to a ladder and
inverted)
○ Also described treatment of table with
various straps, wheels, and axles to
provide traction
Various other crude uses described
throughout history and middle ages
Bone setters began to rise to prominence in
1600s-1700s

“APTA defines manual therapy techniques as ‘skilled hand movements and
skilled passive movements of joints and soft tissue and are intended to
improve tissue extensibility; increase range of motion; induce relaxation;
mobilize or manipulate soft tissue and joints; modulate pain; and reduce
soft tissue swelling, inflammation, or restriction’”2

History of Manual Therapy15
●

●

●

By 19th century, physicians began to observe
bone setters and considered expanding off of
their practice
The Civil War (1861-1865) began the most
significant progression of medicine since the
start of the profession in North America
Merging of theology and science, and became
more accountable with higher standards for
allowance to practice medicine

Andrew Taylor Still15
●

●
●

Began working on manipulative therapies as alternatives to
standard medical care in the mid-late 1800s while
practicing as a bone setter
Established the American Osteopathic College in 1892
Based ideas on arterial deficiencies causing diseases and
believed that joint and visceral manipulation could cure
diseases such as scarlet fever and diphtheria
○ Became known as the “Law of the Artery”

Daniel David Palmer15
●
●
●

Father of chiropractics
Reportedly cured a man’s hearing with a thrust to a
spinous process that appeared to be “out of alignment”
Discussed alignment of spine and nerve impulse
impact on disease
○ Termed “Law of the Nerve”

James Cyriax15

Prominent Figures of OMPT15

● Osteopath
● Believed that physical therapists were the most
appropriate profession to perform manipulation
● Also responsible for establishing a logical founding for
clinical reasoning and differential diagnosis, utilizing
“selective tissue tension testing”

Stanley Paris

Prominent Figures of OMPT15

Prominent Figures of OMPT15

Freddy Kaltenborn

Geoff Maitland

● Popularized osteokinematics and arthrokinematics along
with biomechanics to restore movement
● Used to treat and assess

● Popularized graded oscillatory mobilization techniques
● Utilized gentle mobilizations prior to manipulation to
reduce tension/guarding
● Advocated for oscillatory mobilizations instead of
manipulation (typically)
● Largely responsible for the patient response model

● Taught OMPT and advanced the specialization as both a
teacher and speaker
● Founding member of AAOMPT

Prominent Figures of OMPT15

Manual Therapy Mechanisms16,17

Robin Mckenzie
● Often associated with “hands off” treatment and
repeated movements
● Divorced manual and manipulative therapy
● Manual therapy appropriateness?
● Defined contraindication to manipulation of the lumbar
spine
○ Deviation with neurological signs

●
●

Still not fully understood, but improving
Likely combination of mechanical and neurophysiological processes within
PNS and CNS
○ Mechanical structures seem to be only transient in nature
○ Hypothesized to be mediated by periaqueductal grey (PAG) and
decrease in temporal summation in dorsal horn
○ Changes sensory input to the spinal cord from muscle proprioceptors

Image from Bialosky et al., 2018

Manual Therapy Mechanisms
●

●

16,17

Descending pain modulation
○ Stimulation of PAG produces hypoalgesic effects
○ Insular cortex also involved
○ Transient effects
Can see changes at distal sites
○ Indicates centrally mediated effects

Manual Therapy and Pain16,17
●
●

●

Changes pain and temperature perception
Have observed cortical changes with MT during fMRI
○ Reduction in activity in cortex correlated to
hypoalgesia
○ Occurred within 3 different groups (thrust manip,
non-thrust mob, and therapeutic touch) with no
significant differences between groups
MT believed to alter cortical activity at rest so that
nociceptive stimuli are received in the cortex in a
different state

Image from Coronado and Bialosky, 2017

Manual Therapy Mechanisms

16,17

● Cannot forget about
psychological and
placebo mechanisms!
● Must also consider
contextual factors and
therapeutic alliance

Manual Therapy and Pain Neuroscience
Education

Combining MT and PNE?1
● Can MT and PNE coexist?
○
○
○

Hands On or Hands Off?20,21
●
●

PNE alone and MT alone shown to have benefits, but often not significant
PNE+MT combined far superior to education alone

PNE traditionally considered “hands off” and emphasizing
biopsychosocial approach
MT traditionally considered “hands on” and emphasizes biomedical
model
Patients rank touch and physical treatments/tests as a high priority

Why is this important?
●
●
●

Previous patient education emphasized biomedical and pathoanatomical
explanations
These explanations were found to have limited effectiveness
At times, even resulted in increased fear, anxiety, and stress, which
negatively affected patient outcomes

Can Patients Understand?22,23

●
●
●

Why Do Patients Need To Know?20,21

YES!!!

●

Patients demonstrate the ability to understand and re-conceptualize pain
and neurophysiological processes
NPQ (Neurophysiology Pain Questionnaire) scores increase significantly
after PNE lectures and are maintained at 3+ month follow up
Louw demonstrated ability for patient understanding to increase with
improvement in function and arm pain with initial PNE discussion with email
follow up - 4 months follow up

●
●

●

Must understand that pain, in most instances, is a
normal part of life
Pain is essential to survival!
PNE has shown to decrease healthcare utilization
and sick day use, as well as decrease pain
○ Significant 1 year after
Reduces disability, fear avoidance behaviors, pain
catastrophization, and alters unhealthy behaviors
about pain
○ May or may not reduce NPRS ratings

How is PNE administered?24,25
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

PNE Metaphors43
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Alarm System - changes in threshold
Bus vs. ankle sprain
Nail in the head vs. foot
Nosy Neighbors
Maps - out of focus, fuzzy
Typical MVA vs. demolition derby driver
Inflammatory soup
Muscle tissues heal, nerves may remain sensitive
Imaging changes - grey hairs or wrinkles on the inside
Be adaptable - improvise relevant to your patient

Listening!
○ Allow questions
Metaphors
Pictures
Videos
Drawings
Examples
Along with MT and exercise!
Much of research is in large doses
Must ask patients if they are ready for PNE

Reduce the Threat!

●

Roughly 75% of asymptomatic individuals in their 20’s have disc bulging in
cervical spine
○ Prevalence increases with age
Lumbar spine disc degeneration

●

Lumbar spine disc bulging

●

○
○

37% of 20 year olds to 96% of 80 year olds
30% of 20 year olds to 84% of 80 year olds

Image from Wijma et al, 2016

Graded Motor Imagery38-40
●
●

Comprehensive program with the goal of sequentially activating motor
cortical networks to improve neural organization
3 Components
○ Right and left discrimination/laterality training
○ Motor imagery/imagined movements
○ Mirror therapy

Graded Motor Imagery39-41
●
●

●

Much evidence for GMI exists for treatment of CRPS1, phantom limb pain,
and post-stroke
Systematic review in 2017 showed overall support for GMI and MT in
reducing pain and improving function for CRPS1
○ Limited number of studies and small sample sizes
Each aspect typically lasts 1-3 weeks, but fluid based on patient response

Image from gradedmotorimagery.com

Laterality Recognition
●
●
●
●

Identify left or right body part or direction of
lean
Requires intact body schema
Activates premotor cortices
Can use phone apps, computer programs,
pictures, and daily life occurrences

Imagined Movements
● Imagining moving into same pose/posture as picture
● Should be performed symptom free
○ If symptoms are reproduced, revert back to laterality
recognition
● Involves both premotor and primary motor cortex

Order Matters42

Mirror Therapy

●
●
●

●

Two steps
First step: watching unaffected limb moving in mirror without movement of
affected limb
○ Creates illusion limb is moving without pain
Second step: watching affected limb move in mirror with movement of
affected limb

Case Study
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Case Study

50 year old female
Diagnosed with CRPS1 after right bunionectomy
Complained that cast was too tight after surgery
Cast removed, significantly swelling, temperature and color changes
Surgeon recommended desensitization and “shoving foot into tight shoe to
get used to it”
Increased pain, swelling, temp and color changes with WB activities
Notable laterality recognition deficits

Case Study
●

●
●
●

In 2 weeks patient demonstrating improved laterality
recognition from 90-100% on basic recognition, and
80-100% accuracy in <2 sec on context and abstract
recognition with no increase in symptoms with laterality
training
Pain primarily present with active plantar flexion
Also noted significant differences in 2PD testing
○ Worked on tactile acuity training with aesthesiometer
Progressed to imagined movements

●

Laterality training, imagined movements,
and mirror therapy in order were found to
be more effective than other groupings for
NRPS and perceived functional status
Theorized to be due to sequential
activation and activation of premotor
cortex followed by primary motor cortex

●

●
●
●

During laterality training in context, showed increased
symptoms while looking at picture of foot in cast
○ Visible changes in color and size of right foot/ankle
Provided education that there was no immediate threat or
danger to her foot/ankle
Symptoms reduced with rest and brief education session
Patient purchased app and practiced independently for 5
days until next appointment

Case Study
●

●
●

Image from Recognise
App

Patient educated to practice imagined movements
○ Emphasis on viewing images with plantar flexed
foot and imagining her foot in position
When able to do pain free and watch plantar flexion
videos/images, progressed to mirror therapy
~2 weeks

Case Study
●
●

Mirror training x ~2 weeks progressing from unaffected limb movement only
to moving and mirroring with affected limb
Once pain free, progressed to increasing functional WB activities with
emphasis on comfortable plantar flexion activities with progressive return to
full function with minimal pain
○ If activities increased pain, discontinued and tried again following week

Conclusion
●
●
●
●
●
●
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